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2 Keeping Your Pension On Track And Working For You 
Whether you are new to the world of work , 

or later in life, its important that as you go 

through life you keep on top – and in 

contact with the different pension plans you 

might build up – and most importantly, have 

a good idea of what they might be worth to 

you.
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Keeping your pension on track can feel, depending on your time of life and how long it is until you expect to retire, like a 

“dull but worthy” task, and perhaps less of a priority. 

But it is very important that you recognise that your pension(s) will most likely form the majority of your income when you 

choose to stop work. With Defined Contribution pensions in particular the value of your eventual pension pot is subject to a 

high degree of uncertainty and external influences that you are unable to control. And that does mean you need to, at the 

very least, keep an eye on its performance and projections for final value.

That’s because that final value is extremely important to your future financial wellbeing: at some point in your future your 

accumulated pension moves from being part of your Future pillar and will underpin your Control, Capacity and Freedom 

pillars. While it may be difficult to directly establish your likely financial needs in retirement, especially if that feels a long 

way in the future, if it looks like your projected final pension pot will be unlikely to provide the income your think you’ll

require you need to take action sooner rather than later.

As to examples of what those action or actions might be, there are options for increasing your projected final pension pot: 

you could increase your contributions; you could change the investment approach that’s being taken with your 

accumulated funds, for example adopting a more aggressive growth strategy, which is naturally more risky, while you have 

time for the natural bumps in market performance to even out over time; you can even potentially make direct additional 

payments into your pension, for example through bonus sacrifice schemes, though it is worth noting that there may be tax 

implications depending on your circumstance that need consideration.
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Fortunately there are a number of ways for you to both keep track of your current pension pot, and get 

projections for its eventual value (noting that any projection will necessarily be an estimate based on a 

set of assumptions for e.g. interest rates, inflation, investment growth etc. and is absolutely not a 

guarantee).

Your pension provider may provide you a regular annual pension statement directly, or make one 

available on request, or offer an online platform for you to manage your pension when convenient. It’s 

worth checking to see what options are available to you and to see which option suits you best. 

Alongside the current state of your pension pot, pension providers will also provide projections of your 

pot value at retirement. As mentioned above, these projections will be made based on a number of 

assumptions, which should be explained to you alongside any projected values. Note that these 

projections will be based on the expected retirement age that you have told them, so it is very important 

for your planning that this age is accurate to your plans.

Don’t forget your State pension in all this of course, you can request a projection via the DWP website.

There are also a wide variety of modellers available online. Again your pension provider may provide 

this but there are independent and government supplied options available. 

If you have lost track of any of your old pensions, there is a handy MoneyHelper guide on how to track 

them down, and you can also use the Government's free Pension Tracing Service.

https://www.gov.uk/check-state-pension
https://www.moneyhelper.org.uk/en/pensions-and-retirement/pension-problems/tracing-and-finding-lost-pensions
https://www.gov.uk/find-pension-contact-details
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